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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;Multiplayer mode allows players to compete against e

ach other in team-based and deathmatch-based game types on various maps. Each ga

me&#128180; type has an objective that requires unique strategies to complete. I

f the player kills three or more players in a&#128180; row without dying, they a

chieve a &quot;killstreak&quot;, which gives the player a tactical advantage dur

ing a match. These include a&#128180; Predator missile,[17] a sentry gun, and a 

tactical nuke.[19] Alternatively, if the player dies several times without a kil

l, they&#128180; will be rewarded with a &quot;deathstreak&quot; bonus, which ev

ens the match for the player.[19] A match ends when either a&#128180; team or pl

ayer has reached a predefined number of points, or the allotted time expires in 

which case the team&#128180; or player with the most points wins. The player&#39

;s performance in multiplayer is tracked with experience points, which can be&#1

28180; earned by killing opposing players, completing objectives, or by completi

ng a match.[21] As the player gains experience, they advance in&#128180; level, 

unlocking new weapons. The player will also unlock perks, which modify gameplay 

elements such as unlimited sprint and increased&#128180; bullet damage.&lt;/p&gt

;
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&lt;p&gt;On March 25, 2009, a teaser trailer for the game was revealed at the Ga

me Developer Choice Awards&#128180; ceremony in San Francisco. The teaser was po

sted on Infinity Ward&#39;s website,[47] and released on the Xbox Live Marketpla

ce and&#128180; the PlayStation Network a short time later.[48] A second teaser 

was released on May 10, 2009, and showed gameplay features&#128180; such as snow

mobile driving and underwater actions. The teaser announced that the game would 

be &quot;revealed&quot; on TNT during the&#128180; NBA Eastern Conference Finals

 on May 24, 2009.[49] The &quot;reveal&quot; was the first full-length trailer, 

which debuted extended sequences of&#128180; actual in-game scenes and combat; t

he trailer was subsequently made available on the Modern Warfare 2 official webs

ite, which was&#128180; kept updated for the occasion.[50] A fourth trailer was 

released on July 27, 2009, and showed the first footage of&#128180; the game&#39

;s multiplayer mode.[51] On October 4, 2009, a second full-length cinematic trai

ler was released and revealed that part of&#128180; the game would take place in

 a war-torn Washington, D.C.[52]&lt;/p&gt;
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